Expansion and hydrodynamic properties of beta-cyclodextrin polymer/tungsten carbide composite matrix in an expanded bed.
The expansion and hydrodynamic properties of matrix are significant for expanded bed adsorption (EBA) processes. A series of new composite matrices CroCD-TuC are studied and estimated in an expanded bed. It is found that the heavier matrix is better suited for high operation fluid velocity than the lighters. Although the Richardson-Zaki equation can well correlate the bed voidage with fluid velocity for all CroCD-TuC matrices tested, the modifications are proposed to improve the accuracy of theoretical predictions of correlation parameters, including terminal settling velocity (U(t)) and expansion index (n). Residence time distributions (RTDs) are determined, and the Bodenstein number (Bo) and axial dispersion coefficient (D(ax)) are employed to analyze the liquid mixing in the expanded bed. It is found for CroCD-TuC matrices, both parameters notably changed with the variation of fluid velocity and viscosity. Furthermore, D(ax) is an intuitive parameter estimating the bed stability on various operating conditions, and also a restriction on developing the matrix for high operation fluid velocity. The comparison of the hydrodynamic properties on different matrices reveals that CroCD-TuC 3 and CroCD-TuC 4 seem superior to other matrices in hydrodynamic properties, making them promising matrices for further use. The correlations as the functions of fluid velocity and viscosity have been established which may provide beneficial information for practical applications of CroCD-TuC matrices in EBA processes.